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ABSTRACT
The objective of teacher education programs should be

to, assist prospective teachers in developing competencies needed to
intervene successfully' in the-development of youth from diverse
culttral. backgroutds..This objective ha's a number of implications for

.

teaCher education progress and for school curriculum at all leiels.
Teacher education institutions spat; (a) deielop programs that
reflect. the defined skills, attitudes, and. experiences required of
individual living and learning in a pluralistic society; (b) .replace
subordinate content objectives with behavioral objectives.; (c)
employ, in thyull range of positions, faculty and administrators
from all ethni groups; (d) implement training coiponents that
provide,for competencies needed it cross/cultural and minority
teaching/learning situations; and ,(e) assist school districts in

'4 establishing teaching/learning effectiveness centers to provide for
the upgrading of professional competencies in' the-cognitive domain
and to combine creativity with the ability to be a resource to the
learning, process for all youth in a pluralisticiociety. The Schools
must': (a) adopt a philosophy of continuous progress, (b) select
instructional resources that will reflect multicultural education,
(c) relieve the teachei of nonteaching functions, and Id) provide
opportunities within the school for the child tq apply rational
thinking to real problems of living in a culturally diverse society.
(This document con ins a a2-page bibliography. and glossary of
competency-based to Ober .education terms.1 (Author/HMD)
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RATIONALE

-,; Planned multicultural education and the incorporation of cm

potency -based education in school systems, colleges and universities

are 'becoming increasingly recognized. As important phenomena in the
r

American educational enterprise. T6 the extent that multicultural
N. '

education can be significantly .initiated and purposefully influenced,

.11

the role of the educational p.mctitio er is central' in these iphenamena.r%
ge

. 1

It is assume d -in this paper that' thq p4s q positive value to they .

\
.. . .

6

total educational arena and to the s 'le which it-serves in de- .

1...
-.

veloping and Itianting a releAt and vicble multicultural .educes- .

i
.

.

tional program for learners based
.

on the concept,of conpetency\ ased
(, .

education. .

Teacher education iS changing in higher educationa3 -4institutions

b6cause there.are insister demands rising flon-TW/rgrots-Mexi---

can Americcns, American In , Chicanes, Blacks and
.

Puertq Ricans.

.,
to recognize the importanbe of cultural differences ancl' modify the
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curriculum to reflect their concerns ..d A dia logue is revolving around
. .

sound strategies to create a teaCher education program which will equip

the individual teacher to demonstrate specified cor etencies'which are

realistic to our pluralistic society. When this goal is realized, the

role of the teacher will change from a bureaucratic functionary to that

of a democratic educational practitioner.

Everx school ill:our nation has an imperative'rrission these days:

to help prepare its students for life in.a society composed of many

diverse bulturei, racial and ethnic strands. The extent to which the

school equips its young people to work and live within a country graced,

by an assortment of races, cultures, and life'styles-- each mutually

celebrated- - is a positive indicator of its overall quality and its

relevance to contemporary youth. Therefore, multicultural' teaching is
.

2

the ,greatest educational challenge.of the century. A response to that

. -

challenge in, a viable Multicultural Education/Competency-Based Teacher .

. q . .

Education Program-- fOr it is in the quality of the teacher that all

else depends .hen it cones to facilitative learning. . 0
,

In developing a Multicultural Education.Program, there is need to .

... .

explore thqlquestion, "What does a teacher'nced to and able to

do in order to teach effectively in a culturally' diverse society " In

seeking answers-to tbis question,.the writer tAked.with teadhers,,public

school administrators, trainers of teachers, state department of educa-

tion personnel and ruse archers in educatioin. The key idea that mi. Teti
1

was the, concept of comp-Itency-based teacher education, if 'multicultural

education becomes q reality..

It: appears obvious that if the &lin of teaching is learning, thcfre ct
. . , v

should be, evidence that pre-sdrvice.teaehes can bring.Bbout appropria _

..

_ )
.: :.

)1 .....

S
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learning in students beforeAChey assume responsibility for such learning'

in' the Classroom.- Therefore,/it is believed that this] aim can be hecom-

plished Mr.enlibling the prospective .learner, to deronatratmaitery or

attainment of specified criteria. These criteria can be stated, so that

/

they,include'arpas in the/cognitive, affective, and peychomotpr domains

and

'I

1 .

encdtpass all phaseapf education-- from preprimary to the graduate,

Competency-, of coke, is the important concept, the sine qua nom
.

/. .of competency-based tealhc...r edimation. 'The learner will have 4:number

of rbadinqpkills, he x.i.1.1.1 differenti4teamongseveral elements of di-

i. verse cultutes with. Y per cent accuracy, he will know'Z number of eto- _)

I

)
nomic concepts, and sO'bn. This is different from the usual approach

of saying: Given X athount-ortlime, the learner All be taught to the

best of his and our ability. In this latter approach, time is the major,
r . -

limiting factor; inZcompetency-bas0 teacher education, time is basically

inconsequential.. The development,of a teacher education 11.)rogram that

generates this kind of evidence is mandatary if we are to provide the'

best educationipossiblp for all American youth.

ASSUPTION6 OF COMPETENCY-BASS) TEACHER EDUCATION

1) Competency-based teacher education should have at its base de-

tailed-deseriptions-of-thebehaviorai-outc

Althqpgh already alluded this assumpti

because, of the assumptions underlying competencylbased teacher edu-

tted-of the:1*A

n deserves additionalrcomment

cation, the emphasis oh behavioral outca
t_

versia1.11

is probably the most contro-

Behavioral outcomes axe variously referred-to as behavioral objec-

tives, performance goal's, operational objectives, and instructional



'cbjectiveS. But regardless of the.nomenclature employed, most, would

agree that statements of behaVioral outcomes should meet three cri-

teria: (a) the behavior itself mat be *identified, (b) the important
.. .

conditions undOr which the behavior is to occur must be defined, and

(c) the Criterion-1)f acceptable performance must be specified.

-When these criteria are met, the result looks something like the
1 . .4 N.

following :

S

0i:

student must be able to reply in graniatically
.1 ,N)..eet French to 95% of the French questions that

1 a put to him during an examination (2.50).

'The student must be able to spell correctly at least
80% orthe words called out to him during ari exami-
nation .(2.50).

The advantages 4f stating educational outcocnesin behavioral terns

are increasingly becoming recognized. Advantages, include: giving mean-.

_irg to broqd Statene.nts of educational. goals,.giving direction to the

-,desig) cf instrttctional striategies, and making obvious the methods used--...--

in evaluation. These, proponents argue, are critical elements in the

search -for-a-mDre -effective and- efficient-system- of puiiliteduCation .

Butritics ofobehavioral objectives point Olt several pottaltial, .. . . ...._ 'dangers. One danger' revolves around the issue of responsibility. Does
t. .

the teacher write hiS own objectives? Or does he use objectives which

_ha_ve been Preestablished b'y.ezTer-ts-?---The-criTtics-argue---tliat-the teacher.
--

seldom has me to do the forrnr, and tbi't he jeopardizes the 13-ague

asplrations of h4 ; class...by opting for the latter.;

2) Competency-based .teacher . education should provide for differences

`among learners in terms of 'their accumulated experience, extent of achieve-
.

merit; ,and rate and style` of learning. In other wrds, competency-based

.
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A 1, AK
teacher educatidn is based ort the principle of individualizad-instruc-

tion and learning . v.

3) Competency-based teacher education should provide opportunities

for the learner to pursue his personal goals. The intet-ir of this assump-__

Lion goes beyond the elements of individualization deic.....4.bed above. That

is, it means more than.pro4iding thelearner with opportunities to make

choices among alternate learning activities. In essence, the assumption

meat that the learner is also given opportunities to*Make choices among

various objectives and, in some instances, to develop his own.

In a competency-based teacher' education program, there arrCertain

objectives which are required for everyone. For example, e.t.a' learner

mus be able,to do X, Y, and Z. But there a other objectives,' all of

whi ara-considered important, but none of which is considered to be

as vital as N4 Y, or 7,, or more valuable, to all learners than another.

From this `latter group of objectives, then,-eac h learner has the free-

dgm and the' responsibility to negotiate a program of studies:

Or, suppose, that the learner is interested in a particular area of

study for which the school has'no objectives. In such a case, the learn-

er is encouraged to become involved, along with -the professi 1 s f,

in designing learning(mdules in that area. Certainly, the c&tent of

the learner's involvement will be determined by his age and taents:

In addition to the assumptions cited above, two others need to

.

. One is'that.competency-based teaeher

2=
and managed that all pertons concerned

be mntioned, if only in passing

education should be so organized

with or affected by the education of learners-share the responsibility

for it. A Key concept in competency- -based teacher education, then is

involvement: the involvement of parents, of community groups and instil

11,

)
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tutiona, and, of course, pf teachers and learners in the design and

iuplememtatioula of prograirs. Another key concept is accountability.

PorAn One is responsible for the design and implementation of in-

structional programs, to some extent one must also be accountable for

their consequences.

. The other assumption is that competency - based. teacher education

should be so organized and managed that it provides for its'own con-

tinuous
A

evaluation and revision. This.is.a critical-area. For there
.-N

is always danger that the efficiency of any instructional program will

become equated with its effectivei1 and relevance. In other words,-

an instructiondt program nay appear to be functioning with no apparent

,flaws,/t6 be nnintaining itself with little difficulty, bUt upon closer

examination, the program may not be achieving its stateccobjectives, or

the objectives themselves may be irrelevant. In compere/Icy-based teacher

education, then, questions of efficiegcy, of effeCtiveness, and of rele

vance are separate questions, and careful attention is given to asking
'

and answering them. '

- here are certain basic competencies t hat all teachers should be

able to demonstrate to'effectively teach.in a society composed of dis-

.

parate cultures. These competemcies are-identified as follows:
i

O

S
c
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TABLE- I

'COMPETENCIES TO BE DCMONSTRATED BY AIL.
TEACI1ERS IN A CULTURALLY DIVERSE SOCIETY

ObMPE,1121CY CLUSTER UNDERTANDING 1-WMAN 'RO1,7111 D DP, a FPM! N1'

Recognizing that each individual is worthwhile and
unique

.01IN

Understanding that each indivipal'rcacts as a whole

s .

Understanding that each indqidual's behavior is cause

. Recognizing that each individual wants to do something
and

attain success in doing it
1

Recognizing that each inditidualitts dignity and in-
tegrity

Recognizing the importance of the individual and his

Understanding the implications of selected concepts
and principles of human growth and development

Recognizing the role that environment: plays in learning

Understanding-6;nd analyzing the development of social ,

relationships

Dialuating\the factors which affect development and
measurement of intelligence

COMPETIFECY CLUSTER II. pummr, AND PREPARING FOR INSTRUCTION

A

Stating desired learning outcomes in behavior.' teams

Organizing classroom for instru zonal quality and
classroom control

Specifying indicators .of outcome achievement

Recognizing, the widc^range of interests and aChitve--"
nr'nt levels among individual learners

Planning instructional activitiL; thiit relate to
desired learning.. outcomes

4
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. Recognizing the difference between the value
systems of different racial and-class sub-cu]tures
in the classroom

Identifying and articulating; the use of instructional
materials and.procedures

Uftderstanding learners' environmental background and
language patterns .

Planning assessment activities that relate to desired
learning .outcomes

Planning instructional materials and procedures I.

appropriate to the individual needsof all learners
.in a given classroom

Planning techniques to foster self-evaluating, self-
directiveness, self-diagnosing, self-prescribing,
self-motivating to foster independent learning

Generating learner's
analytical thinking,
linking knowledge to

Stimulating inquiry,
ceptualization

5.

Promoting instructional ideas that will change the
learner's role from reactive to participative

desire to engage. in critical and
rational decision making, and
action

. -

creativity, sensitivity and con-

Indicating how data on pupil achievement is to be
displayed andused,in adjilsting instruction

COITETENC:Y PERPOIVING INSTRUCTIONAL FUNCTIONS

Den:onstrating ailecruate and appropriate 31:111 in

aral_and izitten_comunication-

Conveying the lc inning outcomes desired frdri
instruction

Generating constructive pupil-teacher interaction

Adapting instruction to context, content, individual
learninE; styles or nudes and rate of growth

. 'Managing instruct Tonal transitions and terminations

Managing the effective use of instructional materials,
procedures and activities

8



. Facilitating skill in interpersonal cone unication

Managing unexpected activities and events

Managing strong feelings and disruptive events

. Fostering collaborative decision - making between
learner and teacher.

Providing for variety in instructional activities
and cognitive levels exercised

Reassuring, supporting, reinforcing and analyzing
learner responses

Utilizing feelings and motional clhnntes in the
instructional process

a-V.2E7'1TM' CLUSTER IV. PERFORM-113 ASSESVENT FUNCTIONS

Assessing learning beft,re instruction

Assessing learning during instruction

Assessing learning after. instruction

Planning instruction on ehe basis of learning
outcome data

. Assessing the individual needs of learners

. Assessing the needs of the cormunity

Call/FFENCY CLUS'ILR V.. DISPLAYING PUPIT, ACHIFVFNENT

Displaying pre- and post-lesSon achievement

a. For lmowledge /skill outcomes
b: For process/attitudinal outcomes

Displaying learning gains that can he attributed
to instruction

a. For knowledge/skill outcoffes
b. For process/attitudinal outcorinns'

CM2FT17:CY 0,113.1711 VI. REIMArCINTTZP1',VLIOnVLY

. Relatini sensitively and effectively to learners

. Relating sensitively and effectively to supervisors
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. Relating

. Relating

CLUSTER Vii

sensitively and effectively to colleagues

sensitively and effectively to patents

CARRYING OUT ADDITIONAL PROFESSIONAL
RFSPONSIBILITIES

. Managing non - instructional activities

. Meeting work schedille. demands

. 'Maintaining the learning environment

. 19betingseneral professiouai responsibilitids

Sone of the most promising practices incorporated into achieving

th,-; above stated competencies are ideas which some teacher educators,

have supported over the years in different forms and under different

labels. Educational 'leaders and' proponents of multicultural competencyl

based teacher education will be working to demonstrate that some of

these ideas also-have their roots in a democratic value system, an appro-

priate base for the preparation of teachers for schools in American

society. This latter fact makes these ideas all the more iMportant in

nulticultural educational programs.

There will be anticipated problems with this approach. The need

for further research is urgent, but better preparation of teachers to

meet the challenge cannot wait as cultural pluralist continues to be

ignored as-mirrportant edu-ational ingredieht in creating a "NO One

Model American." The Writer sees the chanpe role of the teacher and

learner as the primary problem in implementing multicultural competency-

based teacher education, To effeCtively deal with this problem, the

writer suggests that we have to build a support systan for individual i-

zing insruction w-ithin the: five -stage fraM,Rvork,presented as follows:
<lb
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1) To provide a systematic prescribed individualized peegram.
for each student in a 'given class based upon. the learner's
needs, strengths, weaknesses, interests, and ability as
determin&I byTelevant and appropriate eyaluative instrd-

ments.

2) To provide for a unique instructional mode for each student
in a given class which will facilitate an individualized
learning plan for each learner. Each plan will provide for
the following procee on an individual basis:

TABLE II

a) Diagnosis: Finding out what is wrong.

b) Prescription: Deciding what to do about it.
\

c) Contract: Cdrminitment of learner to perform
the prescribed treatment.

w , Partners :. Student-Teacher
. . .

d) Treatient: Acttal instructional strategies
that are relevant to the learning
modes of each The teaching
part of teaching.

e) Assessment: Did the treatment work?

This process will also have as 4its key-emphas's the

Th--&-re-arner and teacher as suggested 'on the next page:

4
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TABLE II

r

12

a) The'Learner's Role Changes
.(.

Mkt:

. Assignment doing . . , . , Pimping
Optional Exercising
.Creating'
Viewing and Listenihg

Pioblem Solving
Aiypothesizing
Analyzing
Synthesizing
C oncluding

4

,Memorizitg..

"..

Note Taking -,' Organizing Ideas-

.

. Reciting Discussing
C onceptualizing.,

. inquiring
,. Listening.

. Evaluating .

. Debating

TABLE IV

FROM:

The Teacher's Role Changel

'ID:

Presenting broad conpetendes ,Spbcial competencies represent-
.

ing cross-cultural and minority
teaching/learning situations.
'Sensitivity to and knowledge- of
minority students and their
culture must be translated into
effecl-ive teaching skills which
enable the student to learn.

1

r.

& .
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I

. COercing

Lecturing

Question Asking

Talking at Students

Testing and Grading

Lesson Planning

a

.... ..... .
'

13

Motivating

Discussing
4

Stimulating InqUiry

Talking with Students

... . Fostering self-evaluation

Writing behavioral. objectives
Establishing competencies
Diagnosing .

Prescribing

The writer sees as one of the major issues with multicultural

competency-based teacher education programs is the issue of how to
-#

identify specified competencies-needed to facilitate substantive

pluralistic learning. Another issue is focused on,haw teaching

competency,eto be defined. The range of positions taken on the

issues cad be.framed by a series of questions.' Is demonserated
-

mastery of knowledge about teaching to be considered teaching

petapcy? Is skill in performing the behaviors or ta'sks(of teachers

the meaning to be given teaching canpetency? Or is teaching com-1

petency a tenm'to be applied only to the demonstrated ability to

bring about the outcomes desired of.a teacher in Certificated teach-

ing po.sitions. These represent markedly--,afferent view's of what the
A .

writer sees multicultural competency-bdh4a teacher education is all

about, and set markedly different requirements for program structure

and operation.

1
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Ca i 4 a CIE h FOR ITFECTIVFIN. TFACHING
IDENTIFIED CULTURALIN DIFFERENT YOUTH

The writer endoises the concept that teachers need identified

coipee'encies for effectively teaching specified'etaturally different

c3 youth. In this paper, the writer is focusing attention on _the needs

of black youths as an ethnic group inasmuchas the majority of his

twenty-two'years of educational experience has been with thiS seg-

ment of the school population.
4 )

. Since school districts throughout the nations are reqUiredrby,
.

law to eradicate all vestiges of a dual education for black aneTahite

youth, many teachers find themselves teaching students who differ from

thech racially, culturally, socially aril economically. This is a re-

latively 7 experience for these educational practitioners and research

points out that many lack adequate skills to deal effectively with the

.challenge of providing quality instruction for youth from such diverse

cultures.
\J

Contrary to the thinking, of many educational practitioners, the

'physical reassignment of students and faculty to eliminate raeial iden-

. "tifiability of schools which, in turn, increases cultural. diversity, is

but a first stepin the process of achieving quality multicultural edu-

cation for all youth. The writer sees at an essential and continuing.

element in this proces the training of prospective teachers and other

educational practitioners to cope effectively with probleMs resulting

from the bringing together-these disparate cultures with their differing

values, mares and customs into close and prolonged contact. Thus, in

dealing with these problems, there needs to be an educational process

that provideS an element of "quality 86ntrol," a way of monitoring



0

4 0
. .

the skill 14vels.and progress ofstudeftts which is- -found in the concept

of competeng-baSed teacher education.

The writer sees the following identified competencies needed for
0

.-
effecqvely teaching specified culturally different youth:

'TABLE VI

COMP, a CIES TD 1Z DEMONSTRATE) BYTEA*101 WHO
TEACH IDENT.LFIED CULTURALLY DIFFERENT YOUTH (BLACK)

15

COMPETENCIES:

. Demonstrating effective techniques and methods to build
and enhance the self-doncept of learners

Conceptualizing the dimensions in. which the learner may
be expected to grow and leArn under adverse home and-
communi,ty environmental conditions.

. Recognizing the importance of overcoming eul andll
racial stereotypes

. -

Understanding the interdependence needed among the
various cultures foi the enrichment of learning how.
to live, grow and learn in a pluralistic society

Understanding the history of inimrity groups in the
United States and, in particular, of the Civil Rights
Movement-. .

Demonstrating knowledge about the psychology and im-
pact of prejudice

Planning viable'and relevant means for combating pre-
judice and negative reactions as reflected in parent "..
and student behavior

. Understand that all peqple are human-- with individual,
.feelings, asp tations.and attitudes no matter what cultural
orientation they represent '

Recognizing the importance of being prepared to encounter
prejudice and hostility as reflected in parental and coo-

. mt.inty reactions

AY.
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. ,Assung responsiblity for examining own motives-- and
where they are

....""

Supporting self-initiated moves of all people and not
condeming or prejudging their motives

. -Assisting all young people to understand and confront
feelings of different ethnic groups

Staying with and working, through difficult confrontations

. Showing interest in understanding the point of view of
all cultural representaLjun-

'16

4
C.

. 'Demonstrating directness and openess in expressing feelings

. 'Identifying and exploring solutions to problems arising
in .cultural diversity .

Recognizing and creating positive ways to cope with racial
attitudes of young people as shown in their behavior

Creating a climate of mutual trust and constructive inter-
personal and intergroup relationships

Building intercultural cohesiveness and dispelling myths
about the intellectual inferiority or superiority of
ethnic groups

Demonstrating research skills relating to cultural
pluralism ,

Recognizing the importance of stressing the insights of
sociology, psychology, cultural anthropology andluther
relevant fields in facilitating learning outcomes in a
pluralistic_setting

. Demonstrating methods and techniques to offer young people
options which allow for alternative styles of learning.

Recognizing tila't within the realm of potential of every
human being there is a level of awareness and achievement
which can make life rewarding, and that most young people
want desperately to find that level

Assuring the respon iblity of helping to devise promos
which reach ot.c to the student and engage him in.a press
which is both interesting and fair and will, thus, .lead
to ,a level of awareness and achievement which gives him a
positive perceptiQn of hdmself and his relationship to
others, .
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. Developing vYable strategies to confront young people
with moraljetliical'and spiritual conflicts of their
.culture and motivate -them to devise a system of values
which is both'personal and internalized

. Demonstrating that the color of an individual is not
nearly as important as his competence

. Developing objective and activities to enhance the self-
confidence young black learners use in guarding against
the trappings of condescension

. Planning to include learners in full participation in the
decision-making-process relative to instructional
ties

. .

. Selecting material" that will not derrogate or ignore the
identified culturally different group

Building and proMoting viable channels for meaningful
ccauunication among students, colleagues, and parents
to lessen language barriers

. Recognizing the value of various evaluative instruments
and their uses with multicultural education .

17
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Problems related to the full actualization of the above identi-

fied

.

ccopetencies hinge on how el teacher conditions her beliefs

abOut the world in which the learners lid. The learner's actions

seem intelligent to him and to those that will teach him only if

they see the world through his (learner) eyes. But the learner's

views of reality are largely personal, being influenced by his

'individual needs, values, culture, self-concept, physiological

structure, beliefs about_ other people and opportunity.

An individual behaves-in a manner designed to maintain or to

enhance self-4ganization. People are capable of self-initiated be-
.

havior ch takes them toward self-realliation. The most important

factors in determining our perce1tions are, the beliefs we hold about



ourselves and other people which to learned in interaction with

them. \
A

When people perceive themselves as greatly different than others,

.in terms of adequacy, they are inclined: 1) to be self-rejecting if

they regard others as having greater,41h, or 2) to reject others if

they regard themselves as having greater worth. We are in the best

.position to perceive ourselves and others accurately whcmx;mbelieve

that both we and our peers have worth.
,

From this type of perceptual theory, in preparing:teachers to

demonstrate competencies needed for effectively teaching identified

culturally different.youth, the writer belfeves these implications

for education can be derived:

1. -To teach a person one must understan4 him by trying to
see him and his world as he sees them.

2. The differences between the value system of (middle
and lower) different racier and class sub-cultures
in the community and the ii lication for the class-
room situation.

3. The characteristics of an impoverished community and
the nature, causes and effects of cultural depri-
vation.

4. The relationship of student potentials to attained
levels of achicvment, with emphasis of. the effects
that educational, social and economic-levels have
on this achievemant.

1,
5. The professional skill needed in analyz' g instructional

deficiencies experienced by disadvantage thildren.

6. The controlling personal and environmental-factors
involved in the teaching-lc. rning process.

7. The ways and means of organizing the classroom for'
instructional quality. .

8. The problems of school a inistration unique to the
degegregatcd school situ -ion, including the prepara-
ttn of school dcsegrega on plans.

18



P0'11rIAL SIRATEGY

The-writer sees competency-based teacher education as a po-

tential strategy for preparing personnel to effectively work with

youthvofrom diverse matural backgrounds. The initial focus of

comptency-bused teacher education is upon the curriculum and the
.

specified skills the lear&r is to attain. Some schools of

thought suggest that edudational practitioners should "first look
.

at the child,- he will 'tell' them his needs." The writer views

this as ,a basic "cop-out" in designing multicultural education

programs. If we'have no goals and objectives, we cannot be held

accountable which 'is an essential element in providing quality

learning experiences for all youth in Our pluralistic society.

What-rf the learner never shows interest in his fellow claismates?

And what if the decid he does not want to interact with his

peers from other cultures in a meaningful .group activity?

Logically, it appears understandable that we must first

create and design thd curriculum and then look at the re:arner, in

relation to that curriculum. To insure that desired behaviors are

specified for learners, there is an imperative need to develop be-

havioral objectives as a first step in constructing a solid multi-

cultural/competency-based teacher education ,program. Behavioral

objectives are referred to by a variety Of terms such as "instruc-

tional objectives," "performance objectives," "terminal objectives,"

etc-. Regardless of the term used, a behavioral objective is a pre-

cise statement of the behavior the successful learner will exhibit

after completing the learning activity. The.writer defines.a good

I
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behavioral objective as one that contains four essential elements.

It states (1) WHO, (2) GIVEN WIRT, (3) DOES WHAT; (4) HOW WELL. It

does not describe the learning activity in which the student will

engage., Rather,.it describes what the learner will be able to do

after instruction, and how well he will be able to do it.

To help understand the movement toward competency-based teacher

education and its applicability to multicultural education, the

writer breaks the growth of education into three phases:. (1) Ttadi-
.

tional Phase-- marked by a great preoccupation with the "inner"

characteristics and capacities of the learner (aptitude or ability),

(2) Experimental Phase-- focus shifted from learner, per se, to the

teaching process, and (3) Competency-Based Education -- an educational

process that provides an element of "quality control;" a way of moni-

toring the skill levels and progress of learners which is vital in a

culturally disparate classroo. This process provides a 'lay of

systematically preventing failure and insures consistent, efficient

teaching. The writer sees competency-based teacher education as a

procedure that has changed education from an "art" into a "science."

Assessrent, pre, formative and summative, is basic to meaningful

and relevant.malticltural education as well as to competelley-based
N\)

education. This, combined with more equal achievement standards,

provides an educational process that is mare likely to meet the needs

of all youth in our pluralistic society.'

It is important to point out that competency-based teacher edu-

cation systons vary depending upon program size, subject matter, etc.

However, these systems follow the same general design. Each basic

20
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step helps to answer a basic educational question.

The first step is to formulate and sequence objectives. This

step answers the basic question, "Wliat will the.learner do?"

The second step is that of pre-assessment. There is need to

find c.atwhiCh of the objectives the learner has and has not learned.

This helps educational practitioners answer the question, "What does

the learner lairoVr.

After pre-assessment, instructional planning and instruction,

per se, occur. The question, "What activities will learner pdr-

°
form?' is answered Here.

Finally, the question, "What has been learned?" must be answered.

112This is the post-assessment phase. Based on the information gained

here, basic decisions are made regarding the next steps in the learners

course of learning. These are the basic steps in setting up models in

competency-based education.

The position taken in this paper is that the objective of teacher

, education programs should be to assist prospective teachers in develop-

ing the' competencies that they require to intervene successfully in the

1--
intellectual, emotiolnal, cultural, and physical development of youth_

from diverse cultural backgrounds. This position has a number of im-

plications both for teacher education programs and for the school

curriculum at all educational levels.



BASIC RECOMIIDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS(

If teacher education iristitutions arb to neet the objectirs

stated above, they must:

1. Develop teacher training programs that attend to
the defined skills, attitudes, and expriences
rdquired of individual living and learning in
a pluralistic society.

2. Require student teachers to behave as they will
(expect their students to behave, though at a
level of greater sophistication.

3. Replace siLordinate content objectives with
behavioral objectives.

4. Accomrodate the individual differences of po-
tential teachers in the same way the graduate
teacher will be expected,to accomodate the
individual differcgices of children.

5. Require teachers to demonstrate a minimum
of competence in a range of critical functions ,

in order to obtain professional certification.

6. Mbve rapidly to employ in the full range of
positions, faculty and administrators from all
ethniegroups in our pluralistic society.

7. Implement special training components that
provide for competencies needed in cross-
Cultural tnd minority teaching/learning
situations. Sensitivity to and knowledge
of minority students and their culture must
'be translated through training into effec-
tive teaching skills which facilitate learning
in multicultural education programs.

8. Design and implement vehicles to open up effec-
tive and honest colt tion among all those
within the school conmurity, thus, increasing
mutual. trust.

9. Unite public school and university personnel in
a collabotetive effort to prepare teachers. The

goal should be to better integrate practice and
theory in the training of teachers.

22
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10. Assist school districts in systematic staff development
programs to establish learning-teaching effectiveness*
centers to provide for the renewal and un-grading of
professional competencies in the colTitilde domain and
to combine personal creativity with the ability to be
a resource to the learning process for all youth in a
pluralistic society.

Similarly, if teacher education programs are td have any rele-

vance to what actually occurs in the schools, the schools themselves

must:

1. Provide programs based on a continuum of skills ald
concepts inherent in specific learning thanes rather
than in isolated subject matter.

2. Adopt a philosophy of continuous progress.

3. 'Provide opportunities within the school- for the Child
to apply rational thinking to real-life problems of
living in a culturally diverse society.

4. Actively ivplement new resources and techniques designed
to relieve the teacijer of non-teaching functions.

5. Select instructional resources that will adequately
reflect maticultural.education.

0

Multicultural education/competky-based teacher. Cucation has many

,positive elemmts and.few shortcomings when properly designed and effec-

tively implenentel It certainly enables the teacher to continuously

increase his comKtencieS to cope with areas of reality in such away

that he or she sees new options within hi environpent. Such a teacher

can build educational settilcs in which innovation rather than imitation

is the norm, and in which the learning process for youth in our plura-

listic society becomes self-motivating and is fun.
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ACHIEVE FLIT LEVEL

ANECDOTAL RECORDS

.o

COMPETENCY-BASED TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

GLOSSORY OF 'TERI'S

How well a person is doing in relatiOn .

to a specific instructional objective or
group of objectives.

A written record of conVersations between
students/students, student/parent, teacher/
student, teaCher/parent.

ASSESSMDIT DATA Information that tells how well a pupil is
doing or what difficulty the pupil' may be
having in relation to a specified' objective.

ASSESSMENT INSTRUMENT A test, or questionnaire designed to-provide
information to the teacher about any facet
of a child's behavior.

BOUNDARIES j Boundaries between acceptable and unacceptable
behavior-- the rules of the 'classroom.

CCMPETENCY A statement of the Know ledges, Skills or
Behaviors expected of the teacher. Each
statement will be &coil-Denied by at least
1 Assessment. -

The use of eValuation as an ongoing process
utilized to: continually. refine and improve
insuetion.

Information given.a. pupil about performance
or behavior in relation. to. an obi ective or
a classroom rule.

CONTINUING ASSES 101

CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK

DIAGNOS INSTitUMNES Tests (formal ar informal) desired to indicate
-§

why a person is having difficulty learning ,a
given skill, knOwledge, or concept.

A method of diagramming- a-procedure or process
step-by-step.

<'?

Information provided to the learner about how
he is progressing in relation to a specific.
objective.

FLAW CHART

All BACK

ei
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GROUPING AND GROUPING STRATEGY

INDEPENDENT LEVET,

INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL

INSTUCTIONALlIVEKRIALS

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVE

INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

IA T INVENTORY

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

LEARNING-MODALITY (LEARNLIC STYLE)

Refers to the way in which a teacher. 4.
organizes groups of children for instruction- -
includes entire-class grouping, small-group,
pairing, individualization or combination
of these categoriss.

The degree to which a pupil can work on an
independent basis, without help and without
undue frustration..

That level at whicha child understands at ,

least 80% of the words or ideas.

Books, films, object and such, used to help
a learner achieve a specified instructional.
objective.

A teacher's objective for the .earner-=What
the teacher wants the pupil to know or be
able to do as a result of instruction.

Long-range plans and objectives for children.

A check-list or open-ended questionnaire used
to determine the range and depth of student
interests.

0

What the teacher plans for the learner to' do
in relation to a given instructional objective.

The way or the circumstances in which the
pupil seems to'learn best-- for example, a
pupil may respcid best in a structured sett-
ing as opposed, to a more open environment--
or he may learn best from visuals, as opposed.
to aduio materials.

<ft

NON-VERBAL RESPONSES All the ways' we commicate with people other
than through the spoken word-- writing, facial
expressions, gestures, all kinds of "body talk.'

PEER MATIONS-NIPS Social relationship with other children in the'
class.

PEER STATUS - A pupil's stand' relatiod to all pupils
in the cla' in terms of a designated
kind of b Nrvior, i.e. social, leadership,
athletic, size', weight, etc. 4
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PERFORMANCE RECORDS

PSYCHOLINGUISTICS

READING .INSTRUCTION PERIOD -

is
RECORD- 41SM ING PROCEDURES

smuLATED

SOCIOGRAM

STATUS ASSESSMENT

TEACH= TEMNIQUFS

TEACHIN3 STRATEGIES

3

Data on how a pupil is doing in relation to .

a set of objectives-- might include information
showing growth.oter time.

The study of the, interrelation of language
and the behavioral_ pattern of its users.

That auvunt of time established by the teacher
for reading instruction -- may be at the same.
time each day, for the amount of,tirie, or -
varied.

Means and methods of collecting, cataloging,
storing.and making available student data.

A hypothetical situation but representative,
of a real classroom situation-- such as a
role-play, game, case study, and such.

An interview or check-sheet in which the _pupil
indicates those peers he would most like to
work with, sit next to, etc., and those peers
that lie would least like'to work with, sit
next to, 'etc.

The process of determining where a pupil `surds
in the social environment of the classroom in
the eyes of other pupils, in his own eyes, in
the eyes of 'the teacher.

Like,"-teaching strategies"-__the methods a
teacher uses; as opposed-to the materials used,
i.e., lecture, individualization, small group
instruction, etc.

Generally refers to the methods used by a
teacher-- as opposed to the materials or
resources used-- includes such techniques as
lectures, Socratic, dialogue, individualization,
drill, etc.


